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TRANSITION the Main-.....1aic
at First National Interactive
MSC Meeting

M

eteorological Service of Canada
(MSC) staff from work sites across
Canada were linked by telephone
conference call and video conference for the
first-ever National Interactive MSC Meeting on
January 24 of this year. The meeting proved a
useful forum for discussing the key issues of the
day, including the Service's new name and
mandate, the results of the Public Service
Employee Survey, and other topics.
Speaking from the McTaggart-Cowan
Auditorium at MSC Headquarters in Downsview,
Assistant Deputy Minister Gordon McBean
opened the meeting by expressing his pride in
everyone's efforts to deal with the Y2K challenge
and thanking staff for their dedication over the
holidays. He added that the exercise was an
opportunity for MSC to assess its systems in a
broader context and to bring a uniform and
national approach to its work.
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Plans for revitalizing the MSC, with the
cooperation of the Treasury Board, were the key
topic of discussion for much of the meeting. Dr.
McBean explained that the Service's name was
changed to MSC because it was a single, easily
recognizable identification that would be used
both in the regions and at headquarters.
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risks and reduce property losses, and to
contribute to the enhancement of economic
productivity and the adoption of environmental
best-practices.
At the same time, Dr. McBean explained that the
new financial flexibilities agreed to by the Board
will enable the MSC to make the most effective
use of its resources in delivering quality service
to its clients. These flexibilities include the
ability to enter into contracts of up to four
million dollars, retain proceeds from the sale of
capital assets, set up a procedure for entering
into capital lease-back arrangements , and carry
forward capital-funding appropriations. The

Continued on page 2
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Dr. McBean also said he was pleased that
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Service will also be involved in a pilot
project to test activity-based costing as a
tool to determine the real costs of
providing its services and find ways to
operate more efficiently. Treasury Board
will continue to work with MSC to find
long-term funding and help meet its goals
in such areas as human resources and
infrastructure.
The discussion moved on to the subject of
the Public Service Employee Survey, which
Dr. McBean aid provided intere ting
insight into the i sues and concern of
employees across government. Ba ed on
the information collected from the survey,
he highlighted some of the MSC's national
priorities as:
0

values - something, he said, that
meetings such as the National
Interactive and managerial-level
meetings are aimed at improving;
0

0

addressing the issue of employee
workload and unpaid overtime, by
trying to make mandate and
expected deliverables con i tent with
our capabilities in terms of both
human resources and infrastructure;

0

tackling concerns about careers and
career development by giving special
attention to staff and their career ,
and instilling the feeling that the M C
is the place they want to work; and

understanding, sharing and
communicating our mission and
ZEPHYR
Published by the Communicotions Directorote of MSC,
Environment Conada, Zephyr is a newsletter for
and about the staff of the Meteorological Service of
Canada .

Zephyr is your newsletter. We would like to heor
from you. Your submissions, story ideos, graphics and
pictures are most welcome. Submissions for the spring
issue should be sent to us by April 27, 2000.
Reach us at:
Zephyr, Communications Directorate,
Meteorological Service of Canada
10 Wellington Street
4th Floor
Hull, Quebec Kl A OH3
Phone: (8 19) 997-8899
Fax: (819) 953-5888
E-mail : zephyr@ec.gc.ca

Zephyr is now available electronically on the
Intranet wwwib.tor.ec.gc.ca/ cd/ zephyr
and the Internet www l.tor.ec.gc.ca/ cd/ zephyr
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understanding who our clients are,
and developing service standards and
performance measurement systems information that is needed to
demonstrate the good job we're doing;

0

eliminating harassment and
discrimination from our workplace .

Dr. McBean said that while only one-third
of Public Service taff surveyed felt that
management would try and resolve the
concerns raised in the survey, he assured
MSC staff that Environment Canada
management takes these concerns very
seriously and is committed to doing
something about them. He said that the
Department will use Performance
Management Agreements with executive
and annual performance reports for staff
to focus on these and other issues raised.
In most parts of the MSC, he said,

managers have already held staff meetings
on the survey, and are now developing
action plans based on these meetings and
other sources, such as Alternative Ser_yice
Delivery consultations.
Dr. McBean wound up by touching on
some of the many successes MSC has
enjoyed over the past year, including
numerous awards and recognitions, a
positive report on our aviation weatherforecast performance-measurement
system from external auditors, our
response to the Swiss Air crash and Japan's
nuclear accident, the installation of three
new Doppler radars, a 90 per cent
satisfaction rating with our weather
information from citizens North of 60, and
the recruitment and training of 16 new
meteorologi ts and staff.
Dr. McBean closed by announcing that,
after six years as ADM, he will likely be
leaving his position in June. He
encouraged all employees to take an active
part in selecting his replacement by
contributing their ideas and suggestions
for consideration.
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Introducing the MSC

Communications 1'eamf
he year 2000 has ushered in quite a host of changes for us here at MSC
ommunications - not the least of which has been the departure of long1a11di11g director Linda Larocque, whose leadership was an integral part of this
branch for some time. As Acting Director, I would like to take this opportunity to
thank Linda for her dedication, and to say how pleased I am to be heading a team of
such experienced and professional communicators.
M
ommunications is a serviceriented divi ion that offers such services
as strategic and operational
communication plann ing, media
relation , special event , media ana lysis,
external and internal commu ni cations,
marketing communications, and advice
and guidance. To manage our files as
effec tively and efficiently as possible,
re pon ibiliti have been divided among
the M
ommunications team. Since
mo t of the team is new to this branch,
please allow me to introduce them and the
main i ue they wi ll be dealing with:

Sylvie Begin - Doppler radar, wind chill
and weather issues;
Liette Cormier - climate issues, including
seasonal forecasts;
Michael DeJong - assistant and co-op
student who supports the team; he will be
with us until the end of April;
Micheline Gauthier - office manager;
Lucie Lafrance - air issues (e.g. ozone,
smog, acid rain), MSC web site, Zephyr;
and
Sylvie Tessier - internal communications
(e.g. MSC Bulletin ), issues related to
Canadian Meteorological Centre.

The new MSC Communications team. From left to nght,
back row: Sylvie Begm, Lucie Gagne, Miehe/me Gauthier,
Sylvie Tessier and Michael Dejong. Front row: Lucie Lafrance
and Liette Corrmer.

As always, our focus is to provide you with
the best service possible, and to work with
you in our effo rt to promote MSC's
programs and services. I look forward to a
strong and productive relationship with all
of you!

Lucie Gagne
Acting Director,
MSC Communications

limate ob erving systems are of increasing importance to all
nations in terms of climate change and seasonal to interannual climate predictions, yet progress on the implementation of
Global Climate Observing Systems (GCOS) is limited.
This February, Dr. Gordon McBean initiated an informal meeting
of 20 internationally renowned experts to discuss ways to achieve
global commitment to providing climate observations, to reverse
th degradation of existing systems, and to exchange climate
information more effectively. The meeting addressed the
atmospheric, oceanic and terrestrial domains and all GCOS-user
needs, with a p cial emphasis on the United Nations Framework
Convention on limate Change.

Participants at the GCOS meeting: Front row (l-r): Drs. Ni Yunqi, Alan Thomas, Kirk
Dawson, Robert Schiffer, Gordon McBean, Arie Kallenberg, Linda Moodie, Roy Gibson.
Back row (l-r): Drs. David Warrilow, Franrois Gerard, Udo Gartner, Geoff Holland, Erkki
fatila, Stan ll'ilson, john Stone, Howard Diamond, john Zillman. Missing: Drs. John
Davis and Robert Corell, Mr. Bruce Angle, and Ms. Rebecca \\~gner.

The op n dialogue which took place near Toronto, enabled
participants to pre ent their idea freely, outside the usual institutional and governmental settings.
The r suit will be communicated to the variou agencies responsible for the climate agenda.
Information: Bruce Angle, (819) 997-3844
Bruce. ngle@ec.gc.ca
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Employees Win Prestigious
Scientific Award
r. Barr y Goodison and Mr. Paul
Louie, of th e Meteorological
Service of Ca nada (MSC), and
Dr. Daqing Yang, a former post-doctorate
Research Associate at MSC cu rrently with
the Un iversity of Alaska, Fairba nks,

D

received the prestigious Professor Dr. ViJho
Va isala Award on February 15 for their
important contr ibution to the World
Meteorological Organization (WMO)
Solid Precipitation Measurement
Intercompari son project. The presentation
was made by the SecretaryGeneral of the WMO, which
is a speciali zed agency of the
Uni ted Nations.

Renp1e111s of the Professor Dr. \'ilho \'aisala All'ard IVlth the ADM and DM of
MSC ({-r). Dr. Gordon Mc Bean (ADM), Paul Lowe, Dr. Garry Good1so11, Alan
Nymark (DM) and Dr. Daqlllg Yang.

The purpose of the
intercomparison project was
to asse s methods of
measuring solid
precipitation, or snow, by
obtaining experimental
results fro m 26 sites in 13

Research Scientist
Promo ions Announced
ongratulations to Dr. Tom
McElroy, Dr. Norm McFa rlane and
Dr. Jocelyn Pa re, who joined
Environment Canada's prestigious tea m of
senior scientists with their recent
promotions to the level of E RES-5.
Dr. McElroy has made major contributions
to the MSC's upper atmosphere science
program th rough his innovative
inst rument design and work on the
physics of radi ation. Dr. McFa rlane has led
aspects of wo rk on the Ca nadian Climate
General Circulation Model (GCM) fo r th e
Meteorological Service of Ca nada, and his
efforts to improve the physics of the GCM
have ga ined him recognition as one of the
world's leading scientists in his fi eld. Dr.
Pare, of the Department's Environmental
Technology Center, has co ntribu ted
4

cou ntries. The study took into account the
various environmental factors and
instrum ent types that affect the accuracy
of solid precipitation measurement. In
addition to advancing scientific knowledge
on the accuracy of different instruments
and methods of observation, the study
results could be used for other essential
purposes in Canada and other snow=prone
nations of the world, including to improve
water-supply forecasts fo r reservoir
operations and flooding, and in the
structu ral design of buildi ngs to prevent
collapse under snow loads.
Information: Sylvie Begin,
(819) 994-4292
Sylvie.Begin@ec.gc.ca

SERVICE AWARDS

extensively to the development of
microwave technology and it application
to a host of environmental uses, and has
an impressive number of patents to his
credit.
Congratulations also to
Dr. Robert Benoit, Dr. Kent Burnison, Dr.
Bill Burrows, Dr. Tom Clair, Dr. Joseph
Culp, Dr. Ewa Dabek-Zlotorzy nska, Dr.
Erica Dunn, Dr. Greg Flato, Dr. Dav id
Hudak, Dr. Kathy Marti n, Dr. Tom Murphy,
Dr. Trefor Reynoldson and Dr. Alain Sirois
who have also been promoted through this
year's competitive research scientist
promotion process.
Information:
Ann McMillan, (819) 997-4290
Ann.McMillan@ec.gc.ca

L111da Larocque.former Director of Communications at
MSC, recen·ed a certificatefrom Amstant Deputy
Min ister Gordon Mc Bean in recognition of her ll'Ork at a
special reception 011 January 27, 2000. Linda is now the
Dmctor of the Climate Change Action Fund at
Environment Canada.

011 December 17, 1999, Joanne Lancasterrecefred a pin
from Gordon McBean to mark her IO years of work as a
meteorologist at MSC.
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Top Weather Stories
of 1999
enior climatologist
David Phillips has tallied up
the year' most extreme,
record -breaking, headline-grabbing
weather and come up with a list of the top
weather tori es for 1999.

winter in decades. Winter storms caused
188 ferry sailing cancellations on the most
popular routes in and out of Vancouver,
compared to only 20 the year before. The
city also had a record number of wet days:
116, compared to the old record of 108.

anadian aero the country were feeling
hot, hot, hot in 1999 - the third-warmest
calendar year on record since 1948, when
Environment Canada began keeping
nationwide weather records. This foUows
I998' all-time record of+ 2.S°C warmer
than normal.

It was a sloppy spring in the Prairies. ln
southwestern Manitoba and southeastern
Saskatchewan, cool wet spring weather
prevented farmers from seeding nearly
three million acres of some of the most
productive farmland in Canada.

um mer wa a season of extremes - cool
and wet in the West, and hot and humid in
the Ea t. algary had more snow in July
than in February, Edmonton never reached
30 and Vancouver set a record for most
number of days with rain. In the East,
Toronto had the hottest June-July
combination on record, while parts of
central and eastern Canada gasped for air
in fr quent sauna-like conditions between
May and eptember.
There was al o a scarcity of severe
summer torms - namely heavy
thunderstorms, twisters and hailers. There
were no trong tornadoes reported this
year, and convective storms that did break
out were generally weak and short-lived.
oing from we t to ea t, British Columbia
uffered its wettest, windiest and drabbest

The Great Lakes reached record low water
levels. After two dry years, the Lakes
emptied rapidly due to lower precipitation,
less runoff from rivers and streams, and
huge evaporation losses.
Toronto's snowstorm of the century
dumped a record-breaking 118.4
centimetres of snow on the city by the
time the first month of 1999 was over.
The Mayor caUed in the military, and
plows came from as far away as Prince
Edward Island to help the city haul away
one million tonnes of snow from the
downtown core.
A devastating avalanche in the tiny Inuit
village of Kangiqsualujjuaq, Quebec, had
rescuers battling fierce winds and lashing
blizzards as they dug by hand through
three metres of snow in a frantic effort to
free dozens of people trapped under

mounds of snow and debris. Nine people
died, and 25 others were injured.
Drought conditions and intense heat
wilted crops, endangered the health of
livestock and forced open-fire bans in
parks and forests across the Atlantic
region. And during hurricane season,
12 tropical storms formed, 8 reaching
hurri cane strength and 5 being considered
intense.
Two weather-related highway disasters
occurred at opposite ends of the country.
Dense early-morning fog enveloped
sections of Highway #401 near Windsor,
Ontario, contributing to one of the worst
road disasters in Canadian history. Eight
people were killed and 33 injured. In
Calgary, black-ice conditions led to a 90vehicle pileup, closing the highway for 20
hours. More than 27 ambulances were
dispatched to the scene.
To mark the end of the millennium,
Phillips has compiled a list of Canada's
most significant weather events of the 20 th
century. Canadians were asked to vote for
their top three choices on Environment
Canada's web site at www.ec.gc.ca. We will
let you know the results in the next issue
of Zephyr.
Information: David Phillips,
(416) 739-4316

David.Phillips@ec.gc.ca
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Scientists in Arctic to Study
Ozone Layer

M

ore than 350 scien tists from
Canada, the Un ited States,
Russia, Europe and Japan
spent the first three months of the new
yea r in Sweden doing high-altitude
measurements of the Arctic ozone layer as
part of a joint project involving the
Nationa l Aeronautics and Space Agency
(NASA). The effort was the largest ever
made to explore exactly how th e ozone
layer is disappearing and the impact it is
having on the environm ent.

Scientists and technicians with the MSC
were among those involved in the
campaign, which involved a series of
balloon launches and fli ghts of the highaltitude ER-2 aircraft eq uipped wi th

Members of the mternat,onal Arctic ozone-layer study who looked after the 111strume111s aboard the ER-2 while the aircraft was
in transit. MSC staff are pictured III the three right-hand seats.front row {{-r): Clive Midwinter, Tom McElroy and Bob Ha/I.

special instruments to measure polar
stratospheric cloud and ozo ne-destroying
chemical from 20 kilometres above the
earth. The EC scientists involved operated

MSC Renewing Its Workforce
orkfo rce renewal is
returning to the
Meteorological Service of
Ca nada (MSC), with a national hum anresource- manage ment regime already
estab lished for key employee groups in
order to effectively plan for and deal with
future scenarios. Recruiting new staff is
important for all employee gro ups, given
that th e number of retirements per yea r
is anticipated to increase substanti ally
over the next several yea rs.
One step in the ren ewal proces i to
train new meteorologi sts. A training
course with 16 participants is currently
underway and th e next round of
recruiting began in January. An upd ated
Occupational Training Plan has been
established, and work is progressing on
the development of MT competencies.
Robert Lefebvre and his team are
working with regional staff and
university partners to attract students to
meteorological progra ms and
6

ubsequent ca reer wi th M C. Students
interested in a career in this field should
contact Robert Lefebvre at (8 19)
994-6000 or Robert.Lefebvre@ec.gc.ca.
Recruitment for Technicia ns and
Electronics Technologists has continued
on an as- needed basis. An in-depth
demographic analy i has bee n
completed, and th e need for individuals
in these position is expec ted to increase
over the next five yea rs. To address this
need, work is well underway to develop
an Occupational Training Plan for
Technical Staff. The training curriculum
wil l be updated and training delivery
options considered.
Watch for results from these and similar
activit ies that are underway for other
gro ups, such as research scientists.
Information: Tom Nichols,

an MSC-designed spectrometer to
measure the amount of ozone above the
ER-2 and the reflectivity of the surfaces
below it to improve the accuracy of model
simulations of the chemical data collected
by th e instruments on board.
According to the latest findings, global
warming may boost the amount of water
vapour in the Arctic stratosphere,
hastening ozone-eating chemical reactions
by lowering temperatures in this layer of
the atmosphere earlier in the winter than
would previously have occurred. This
ea rlier cooling would also give these
chemicals a longer time to act.
cientists had originally predicted that
levels of ozone-depleting chemicals in the
Arctic stratosphere would peak around
1999 and that ozone levels would begin a
steady recovery over the next 50 years or
so. The new findings suggest that, unless
the world takes action on rising levels of
greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide,
ozone levels could remain at current levels
for year and take decades longer to
recover completely.
Information: Tom McElroy,

(780) 951-8636

(416) 739-4630

Tom.Nichols@ec.gc.ca

Tom.McElroy@ec.gc.ca
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Making Canada's
Roads Safer

I

n Canada, more than 90 per cent of all passenger travel and over 70 per cent of
all freight shipments, by revenue, are handled by roads. During winte1; a large
part of the country experiences snow and icy conditions that can make driving
treacherous. To improve road safety, maintenance crews use some 4.7 million tonnes
of road salt each year - a substance that is now being considered as a potentially
toxic substance under the Canadian Environmental Protection Act, due to its
harmful effects on the environment.
In the interest of improving road safety
and, at the ame time, reducing
maintenance cost and environmental
impact , several Meteorological Service of
anada weather service centres have
added pavement temperature and road
ondition forecasts for sites instrumented
with Road Weather Information Systems
(RWI ). These systems are simply
automated weather stations instaUed
immediately adjacent to the roadway. They
al o have pecialized road sensors, which
provide road surface and sub-surface
temp ratures, road surface wetness, and
re idual chemical factor. Visibility sensors
(fog), air-quality monitors, traffic
counter , video cameras and many other
sensor could be added, where warranted.
U ing its own METRo (Modele de
!'£tat/Environnement et de la Temperature
de Rout s) numerical heat-balance
for casting model, Environment Canada
met orologi ts predict the temperature of
th r ad urface over the next 24 hours.
R ad temp rature i the single most
important parameter in determining
future road- urfa e condition . The
Department i also interested in u ing
RW! data to initialize high-re olution
upercomputer mod I that could produce
set of pavement temp ratures and
conditions for all grid points coinciding
with r adwa a m thod that, ould allow
1

road-surface temperature forecasts to be
produced for entire road networks.

agricultural sector and forest-fire indices
for the forestry sector.

RWIS have proven highly effective in
helping road agencies monitor and
understand road conditions. The roadtemperature forecasts enable road
agencies to get the jump on road treatment
- operations that have come to be known
as "anti-icing". They also allow the
agencies to treat roads before friction is
lost due to ice formation or snow
compaction, and to use the right strategy
and precise, minimum amount of
chemical required.

RWIS systems are in use in many northern
countries around the world, as well as in
the United States, which has more than
1600 fully equipped sites. Canada has
fewer than 70, most of them located in
Ontario, although several provinces have
expressed an interest in increasing their
coverage. Transport Canada is a major
proponent of the technology, which it
views as a fundamental part of a broader
suite of Intelligent Transportation Systems
(ITS). RWIS, like other ITS components,
are electronic detection, warning and
communications devices used to obtain
more information from the road network
in order to increase efficiency and safety.
Transport Canada is currently preparing a
national architecture for ITS in Canada as
part of its sustainable transportation
initiative.

Several studies have shown that RWIS
with pavement forecasts generate
sufficient direct savings to the maintainer
in terms of labour, equipment and fuel , to
pay for themselves at least several times
over. Indirect benefits in reduced accidents
and legal fees, reduced salt damage to
roads, structures and the environment,
and more efficient use of existing roads,
are estimated at more than 11 times the
total costs of the system. In the United
Kingdom, indirect benefits from RWIS
have been proven to be in the order of one
hundred to one. The value of RWIS in
Canada could be even greater. The same
networks could be used in summertime to
provide the dense coverage required to
refine integrated pest management for the

The MSC is pursuing multi-lateral
discussions with aU provinces and several
territories in the hopes of pulling together
a common RWIS proposal for submission
to Transport Canada.
Information: Paul Delannoy,
(613) 990-5581

Pau1.Delannoy@ec.gc.ca
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Stor111 Devastates
Atlantic Coastal Areas

H

igh tides, violent winds and an
uncommonly low-pressure
weather system combined to
create a devastating winter storm surge
that caused extensive flooding in
Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island, and
other coastal area of the Mari tim es on
January 21 - an exa mple of how several
elements ca n combin e to produce extreme
weather in this part of the country.
MSC's meteorologists had been watching
conditions closely all week long. Although
the storm had yet to materialize by dawn
on January 20, a low-pressure centre,
which would prove to be the real weather
maker the next day, was about to form
outh of th e Carolinas. Environment
Canada's meteorologists began issuing
warnings of pending severe weather for all
of Atlantic Canada, and added warnings of
coastal flooding later that morning when it
became evident that a storm surge would
likely accompany the blizzard .
In just over a day, the low deepened
rapidly as it raced northward over the
Atlantic Ocean, its cen tral pre ure
dropping below th at of any Maritime
storm in memory. This low-pressure
centre pulled up a forceful wave of water
beneath it - a phenomenon known in
meteorological terms as an "inverted
barometer effect" - and dragged it toward
the coast. Conditions were exacerbated by
seve ral other factors. For one, the moon
reached its perigee - or th e point on its
monthly orbit when it comes closest to the
earth - on January 19, so there wa a full
moon on the day the storm hit. These
lunar factors led to the second highest
tides of the yea r. For another, northeasterly
storm -fo rce winds in the Gulf of St.
8

--

--

As part of a post-storm evaluation, Paul Noseworthy and Real Daigle surveyed the New Brunswick coastal area from Petit Cap
to Pointe Sapin on January 26 to determine the high-water marks reached during the storm surge on January 2 /. They
co'.1cluded that the storm surge reached approximately 1.5 metres above normal high tides in most localities surveyed, causing
widespread da mage to structures bwlt near shorelines, and particularly to unprotected wharves. Local residents who were
questioned stated that they had never witnessed a surge of this magmtude ever before.
The photo above shows the Bouctouche Bndge taken near high tide on January 26, with the high water line clearly marked on
the cement piling. The bottom photo was taken near Barachois, and shows how close the rafted ice came to homes in a new
near-shore subdivision.

Lawrence pu hed water levels even higher,
piling up water throughout the entire
southern part of the Gulf and flooding
both ends of the Northumberland Strait.
Although using computer models to
predict storm surges has only recently
been added to the traditional set of tools
used by meteorologists, the use of such a
model in th is case was instru mental in

confirming what traditional forecasting
techniques had already predicted.
Environment Canada, through MSC
Atlantic, continues to work to develop the
science of predicting storm surges as part
of its commitment to protect the public.
Information: Martha McCulloch,
(902) 426-9200

Martha.McCulloch@ec.gc.ca
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CMC Musical Group
Still Rockin'
he anadi an Meteorological
entre's own musical group,
Kelvin, wowed audiences across
Quebec aga in la t yea r, giving more than
half a dozen performances for
Environment anada ocial activities and
chariti e such as the United Way. The
group, which was founded five yea rs ago
by taff al M and Meteorological
Re ea rcl1 Branch in Dorval, once again
h wca ed its musical talents at the
entre' annual Christmas party. The band
performed a number of well-known tunes
using its own lyric to spoof topical issues,
uch as the Y2K bug. Aging like a fine
wine, Kelvin is looking forward to some
new challenges in the year 2000, but
m tly to conti nuing to have a lot of fun
along the way.
Information: Claude Landry,
(514) 421-4793

Claude.Landry@ec.gc.ca

Members of the musical group Kelvin at the 1999 MSC Christmas party. From left to right: Gilles Richard, Michel Baltazar, Tom
Robinson, Ross Brown, Susan Bisanti, Andre Plante, Louis l efaivre, Alain St-Denis, Claude Landry, Rene Servranckx, Yves
Pelletier, Judy St James, Claude Mercier and Gerard Croteau. Absent: Richard Hogue.

T/1<· Rol>mson Jiunily of Durham poses ll'ith the certificate and all'ard they receil'ed from Environment Canada, Ontario
R,·gion._{t,r tht'ir more than 50 years of ,,olumeer ll'eather obserl'ations. From left to right: l ee Anne Robinson, Norman
Rob111son. Ruth Am1<· Robinson, \\mma Jackson and M.P. o,,id Jackson (who were present to honour thefamily's efforts),
tilt' Rol>,ns<ms'grnnd hildren Dennis and Kelly mith, and Ron Huibers, Call Mcl eod and Bryan Smith of Enl'ironment
Cc11111da. Ontario Regwn.

Environment Canada, Ontario region, recently honoured Lloyd
King (right) of Hagersvillefor his more than 50 years as a
volunteer weather observer. Mr. King is shown here with Member
of Parliament Robert Spelling.
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Poster Raises Awareness
of Climate Change

I

n the fa ll of 1999, high school
teachers in British Columbia received
a new tool fo r discussing climate
change in the classroom when a largefo rmat educational poster entitled
Temperature Rising: Climate Change in
Southwestern British Columbia was
introduced through a se ries of wo rkshops.
Climate change is expected to have a
significa nt impact on a number of natu ral
resource sectors in southwestern British
Columbia, including salmon fishing,
agriculture and fo restry. Other changes are
likely to occur to shorelines and
marshlands due to rising seas, altered fl ow
regimes of rivers and strea ms, the
disappearance of many glaciers, a dec rease
in air quality, and an increased risk of
floods and landslides. Bri ngi ng together
the diverse co mmun ity of experts who are
studying these impacts was one of the
main challenges of the project.
The poster, which took over a year to
produce, was developed by Environm ent
Canada, Simon Fraser University and the
Geological Survey of Ca nada, and involved
contributions from a number of different
age ncies. lt was funded, in part, by the
Climate Change Action Fund. Visually
appealing, with numerous photographs
and illustrations, it covers the science and
impacts of climate change, and issues a
challenge to Canadians to do th eir part in
reducing harmful gree nhouse gas
emissions. It discusses the role of carbon
dioxide and other greenhouse gases in the
global climate system, illustrates the
Ea rth's temperature record over the past
thousand yea rs, and projects future
temperatures based on increasing
co ncentrations of greenhouse gases.
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Roughly two-thirds of the poster is
devoted to the potential impacts of climate
change on the environment and our
natural resources.
A small core group of climate scientists, a
communications specialist, and a graphic
artist developed the content of the poster,
which was reviewed for accuracy by
scientists and researchers. An education
committee, comprising teachers and
communication specialists, worked in
tandem with the group to ensure that th e
poster's content matched the high-school
science curriculum and met th e needs of
the target audience, and developed a
teacher's resource kit to accompany it.
Scienti ts, environmental non-governm ent

organizations, teachers and
communicators reviewed the draft poster,
which was also piloted in several schools.
The climate change poster is an excellent
example of the role Environment Canada
can play in bringing together diverse
interests to fo cus on important
environmental issues. For copies, please
contact the Geological Survey of Canada,
Sales Offi ce, Suite 101,605 Robson Street,
Vancouver, British Columbia, V6B SJ3.
More info rm ation is available on the Web
at (www.cli matechangecanada.org) .
Information: Bill Taylor,
(604) 664-9193

Bill. Taylor@ec.gc.ca

On January 25, 2000, Nancy Grenier and Bill Taylor (Jar right), climatologists at Environment Canada, recell'ed Awards of Merit
for their work 011 an educational poster 011 climate change in southwestern British Co/11111bia. The awards were preswted by Art
Martel (centre), the Regional Director of E111•iro11ment Canada's Pacific & l'ukon region.

Spring 2000

new, $1.8 million Doppler radar is under construction at Woodland ;
Manitoba, northwest of Winnipeg. The new radar will be part of the ational
Doppler Radar etwork.
In addition to measuring the intensity of precipitation, Doppler weather radar can
measure the speed and direction of precipitation within storms. Unlike traditional
weather radar, Doppler helps meteorologists detect conditions that could lead to a
tornado. Environment Canada meteorologists will also use the data from Doppler
radar to provide more accurate predictions of hail, freezing rain, heavy rain and snow.
The Woodlands radar is expected to be commissioned by early spring.
For more information: Nancy Hnatiuk, (204) 983-4819
Nancy.Hnatiuk@ec.gc.ca

lh<' \\'oodln11ds Doppler radar 1111der co11structio11.

Automated Station Brings Weather
to Public
joint project involving
Environment Canada and The
Forks North Portage
Partner hip came to fruition on November
5, 1999, with the official opening of The
Fork automated weather station in
downtown Winnipeg.

and is host to over 100 special events each
year. It is also home to Winnipeg's historic
Union Station, which now houses
Environment Canada's Prairie Storm
Prediction Centre.

Information: Nancy Hnatiuk,
(204) 983-4819
Nancy.Hnatiuk@ec.gc.ca

In addition to reporting more pecific
weather conditions in the downtown area,
the tation will provide Forks visitors with
a unique opportunity to observe firsthand the equipment and technology used
to collect weather information throughout
anada and the world. Curr nt weather
condition rec rded at the new tation are
also di played to the public through a
televi ion monitor located in ide The
Fork larket.
The Forks attract - five to even million
vi itors annually from around the world

The Forks automated ll'eather statio11 in downtown \\fonipeg gives l'isitors a unique opportunity to see first-hand rhe
equipment a11d technology used to collect weather information.
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Designed v,ith the
Environment in Mind
he Weather Station Operations
building in Churchill,
Manitoba, served as everything
from a surface weather observing
'station to a weather office during its 40
years, undergoing numerous
renovations and additions along the
way. The end result was a building that
was expensive to heat and maintain, too
large for its current use as an upper air
station, and whose asbestos insulation,
wall board and siding posed health risks
to workers.
To tackle the problem, the Atmospheric
Monitoring Division of Prairie and
orthern Region replaced the building
with a new tructure designed to meet
current operational requirements and
minimize environmental life-cycle
impacts, health hazards, and operating

and maintenance costs. The departmental
Contaminated Sites Fund provided
$30,000 to complete an environmental
assessment of the site, remove the old
building and clean up any potential
hazards that remained, and the $170,000
to purchase and install the new building
came from the MSC Strategy Capital Fund.
The new building is a modular
construction the size of a double-width
trailer. Each module came in the same
dimensions as a shipping container to
make handling easier and reduce shipping
costs. The modular design also reduced
the amount of on-site waste and
construction time - both of which are
significant factors in the cost of
construction in the north. By limiting the
building size to meet current and
foreseeable operational requirements,
materials, operational energy
requirements and environmental impacts
were also kept to a minimum.

Building materials were chosen for
minimal environmental life-cycle impact.
Wherever possible, materials with recycled
content, the least "embodied" energy, and
that could themselves be reused or
recycled, were given preference. Forest
impact was minimized by choosing
engineered-wood materials, such as oriented strand board or medium-density
fibreboard, made from fast-growing and
more common trees. Materials, finishes
and sealants were specified to be least
detrimental to interior air quality. The
building envelope was well sealed and
insulated, and high-quality windows and
doors were installed. Plumbing fixtures
were chosen to minimize water usage.
The heating, ventilation and airconditioning system was designed to
create a healthy working environment.
Continuous ventilation minimizes the
build-up of contaminants, while
recovering heat from exhausted air. Heat is
provided by an electric furnace using
hydro-generated power, thereby
eliminating fuel storage tanks and
potential environmental spills. Humidity is
regulated by a low-maintenance plate-type
humidifier.
Additional capital costs incurred over the
cost of a basic building will be recouped
over time in reduced operating and
maintenance costs. Once this point has
been reached, the building will conti nue to
pay dividends of an estimated $5,000 per
year in energy savings alone - proof that
designing with the environment in mind
can reap financial benefits as well.

The new weather stat,on in Churchill, Manitoba, was designed with the environment in mind.
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Information:
Dave Law, (204) 983-4384
Dave.Law@ec.gc.ca

